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About Gale
• HQ in Farmington Hills, Michigan, USA
• One of the foremost library reference publishers
• Has many well-established imprints, including: 

– Gale
– Charles Scribner’s Sons
– Macmillan Reference USA

• Publishing formats include:
– Print library reference, such as thematic encyclopedias, 

annual directories, literary biographies/criticisms, etc.  
– eBook versions of print publications and an eBook platform  
– Aggregated Journal databases   
– Subject-specific Databases combining various content together
– Microform collections and serials
– Gale Primary Sources: digital archives of historical material



Today’s Agenda

• What are Gale Primary Sources?

• What is the Gale Digital Scholar Lab?

• Gale Digital Scholar Lab Workflow and Tools

• Live Demonstration

• Which Gale Primary Sources are available to HKBU?

• Wrap up



What are Gale Primary Sources?



Gale Primary Sources
• Gale has spent the past 45 years building one of the world's 

largest scholarly primary source online libraries, spanning 560 
years of global history 

• More than 200 digital collections, comprising more than 179 
million pages, including:

– Nineteenth Century Collections Online

– The Times Digital Archive

– China and the Modern World

– U.S. Declassified Documents Online

– Archives of Sexuality and Gender

– And many more!



Examples of Original Holding Institutions

http://www.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.manchester.ac.uk/index.php


We scan and digitize valuable historical works



Enable the discovery of hidden words

OCR = Optical Character Recognition
HTR = Handwritten Text Recognition* 

* HTR available in parts of China and the Modern World only



We have many such products



What is the Gale Digital Scholar Lab?



Some Researchers are Interested in the OCR Text behind the Images

Page Images (OCR not seen) OCR Text (generated from image)



What If you could combine hundreds of text files like these…

?Bag of 
Words





Different Workflows

Search text and Retrieve images Gather data and Analyze content sets



… Require Different Platforms

Search text and Retrieve images Gather data and Analyze content setsGale Primary Sources Gale Digital Scholar Lab



Gale Digital Scholar Lab

• Access OCR/HTR text from Gale Primary Sources

• Build custom content subsets

• Clean OCR text to reduce or control noise 

• Analyse with simple but powerful tools 

• Export statistical data, visualizations, 
OCR text in standard formats

• Organize and manage research

Gale’s Cloud-based Text and Data Mining Research Environment



Gale Digital Scholar Lab
Workflow and Tools



Gale Digital Scholar Lab: The Workflow

Build Your 
Content Set

Analyze and 
Download

Set Cleaning 
Options



The Six Text Mining Tools Available in the Lab

Name of Tool Common Uses Library / Toolkit Open 
Source?

Ngram Extracts frequently occurring words and phrases Lucene No

Clustering Groups documents in “clusters” according to their 
content SciKit Learn Yes

Topic Modelling Extracts common topics found across many 
documents Mallet Yes

Sentiment Analysis Classifies documents between positive to negative 
sentiment OpenNLP Yes

Named Entity Recognition Extracts “Named Entities” (proper names, dates, 
prices, etc.) spaCy Yes

Parts-of-Speech Tagger Compares the use of grammatical properties (nouns, 
verbs, etc.) spaCy Yes



1. Ngram (Frequent Terms)
The Ngram tool breaks down the text in your content set into sets of n consecutive words (Ngrams) 
and counts their occurrences. Ngrams are like phrases except that the resulting pieces are not always 
meaningful. They are helpful in finding frequently occurring words and phrases in your content set.

For example, if we split the text “Nobody in Singapore drinks Singapore Slings.”:

N=1: Unigram
“Nobody", “in", “Singapore", “drinks“, … etc.

N=2: Bigram
“Nobody in", “in Singapore", “Singapore drinks“, “drinks Singapore”, … etc.

N=3: Trigram
“Nobody in Singapore", “in Singapore drinks", “Singapore drinks Singapore“, “drinks Singapore Slings”, … etc.

Note: Ngrams that are composed entirely of stop words will not be considered. Ex. “To Be or Not to Be”



1. Ngram Lab Output (Bar Graph)



2. Named Entity Recognition (NER)

• NER recognises and extracts “Named Entities” (proper names, dates, prices, etc.) from documents within 
a content set, and output lists of such entities.

• Not designed to analyze textual features, but to extract them, and create new datasets which can then be 
used to contextualise content sets. 

• Example “entity types”: 
– people (including fictional), 
– groups (nationalities, religious, or political), 
– organizations (companies, agencies, institutions), 
– locations (countries, states, cities), 
– products (objects, vehicles, foods, etc.), works of art (titles of books, songs, etc.), 
– dates (absolute or relative dates or periods)



2. Named Entity Recognition Output

List of Named 
Entity Categories

List of Named 
Entities found



3. Clustering

• The Clustering tool looks at a collection of documents, and 
groups similar documents into clusters

• The user specifies the number of clusters to display

• The tool analyses the documents using statistical methods to 
group them around particular features



3. Clustering Output



4. Sentiment Analysis

This tool calculates the “sentiment score” of each document, 
which indicates the use of positive or negative words within them

It works by applying a lexicon of terms and their associated 
sentiment scores to a piece of text

It also divides each document into 20 sections and calculates the 
sentiment score for each section



4. Sentiment Analysis Output

PositiveNegative



5. Topic Modelling
• Typically used to analyze a large number of documents to 

find out what “topics” occur in common

• “Topic” = a list of keywords that occur in statistically 
meaningful ways. Topics are not named

• The relationship between documents and topics is a many-
to-many relationship

– Most documents contain multiple topics, and most 
topics appear in multiple documents, but with different 
weights assigned

To learn more about how this works, read this article.

http://journalofdigitalhumanities.org/2-1/topic-modeling-and-figurative-language-by-lisa-m-rhody/


5. Topic Modeling Output (Topic Proportion by Document)



5. Topic Modeling Output (Topic Proportion by Document)

• Show the topic proportion within each of the documents



6. Parts-of-Speech Tagger

The Parts-of-Speech tags grammatical properties (ex. noun, 
verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) to the words in documents. 

It provides users with the building blocks for looking at how 
phrases are constructed within each document in a content set. 

This tool effectively creates a lexicographical index or dictionary 
of a content set. In this implementation of Parts of Speech 
Tagger you may review how authors use of speech varies over 
time. 



6. Parts-of-Speech Tagger Output



OCR Cleaning Configurations (Optional)

• The Lab has a built-in OCR cleaning tool

• Users may change the default options by editing stop 
words, removing special characters, replacing specific 
words, etc.

• Users can test-run their cleaning configurations

• The configurations can be saved in the user’s account



Stop Words

• Stop words are words that are filtered out 
because they are too common and do not add 
much information

• Examples in English are “the” “a” “an” “at” “in” 
etc., etc.

• Stop words can be edited by the user to 
remove/include more words to meet their 
purposes

• We currently provide standard Stop Words in 
26 different languages including English



Why Clean?
• OCR text can contain considerable “noise”



Before Cleaning



After Cleaning



Demonstration



Gale Digital Scholar Lab: The Workflow

• Search
• Select and Curate
• Create Content Set

(Max 10,000 items per 
content set)

• View Complete Search 
History

• Duplicate/Merge Content 
Sets

• Alternatively, upload your 
own text

• Apply default cleaning 
options

• Or, set your own cleaning 
configuration

• Edit stop words, remove 
special characters, etc.

• Save your cleaning 
configurations for later use

• Run analyses on the fly

• Six Tools for different 
purposes

• Download visual and 
tabular output

• Download OCR for max 
5,000 items per content set

• Run history



Which Gale Primary Sources are 
available to HKBU?



Gale Primary Sources Available to HKBU

Not available in DS Lab

Newspapers

Periodicals

Political History

Gender History

Pt 1

Pt 4, 5

HTR text available

http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/


Top UK quality paper with longest history and enormous influence, Years 1785-2014

Newspapers

Originally unrelated to The Times; analysis, investigative reporting, and culture, 1822-2006

US-owned global paper based in Paris with international readership, 1887-2013

The greatest illustrated weekly newspaper in the UK, 1842-2003

Collections of 70+ English newspapers from the 19th century, 1801-1900

http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/


Aka “TLS” - famous and influential weekly literary review, 1902-2013

Periodicals

The greatest satirical weekly magazine in the UK, 1841-1992

Visual US monthly magazine on nature, peoples and science, 1888-1994 *

Short-lived but important UK weekly photojournalistic magazine, 1938-1957

Top UK business weekly with global readership among business elites, Years 1843-2015

Part 1: 17 English-language missionary, sinology, literary periodicals from China, 1817-1949

* National Geographic not available in Digital Scholar Lab

Pt 1

http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/
http://solutions.cengage.com/Gale/Product-Icons/


Political & Gender History
Diplomatic reports from Asia to the US/UK, missionary reports, periodicals, and others

Declassified US government documents, mainly from post-WWII 20th century

14 small sized collections related to China, Japan, Southeast Asia, and missionary activities 

Publications and documents related to LGBTQ movements and their oppression

Publications and documents related to women’s movements, feminism, and other topics

Part 4: British Colonial Office papers CO 129 on Hong Kong, 1841-1951 *
Part 5: British Foreign Office papers FO 17 on China, 1815–1881 *Pt 4, 5

* China and the Modern World, Parts 4-5 contain HTR text



Gale Digital Scholar Lab

• Access OCR/HTR text from Gale Primary Sources

• Build custom content subsets

• Clean OCR text to reduce or control noise 

• Analyse with simple but powerful tools 

• Export statistical data, visualizations, 
OCR text in standard formats

• Organize and manage research

Gale’s Cloud-based Text and Data Mining Research Environment



Learning Center



A Few Key Points that Might Help

• Search/Retrieve before Gather/Analyze

• Using the Lab is a Cyclical Trial-and-Error Process

• Noise in OCR is to be expected

• The more contextual knowledge you have the better



Thank you!
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